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Tabs have become integral to browsing the Web yet have changed
little since their introduction nearly 20 years ago. In contrast, the
internet has gone through dramatic changes, with users increasingly moving from navigating to websites to exploring information
across many sources to support online sensemaking. This paper
investigates how tabs today are overloaded with a diverse set of
functionalities and issues users face when managing them. We
interviewed ten information workers asking about their tab management strategies and walk through each open tab on their work
computers four times over two weeks. We uncovered competing
pressures pushing for keeping tabs open (ranging from interaction
to emotional costs) versus pushing for closing them (such as limited attention and resources). We then surveyed 103 participants
to estimate the frequencies of these pressures at scale. Finally, we
developed design implications for future browser interfaces that
can better support managing these pressures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Tabs have become an integral part of how people browse and navigate the Web since they were introduced in the early 2000s, and
they are now a ubiquitous feature in all major web browsers. As
the Web becomes all-encompassing with complex applications and
rich information, browser tabs have also become the portals for
how people access information and make sense of the world today.
People open browser tabs to check email inboxes, control music and
video players, stash articles to read later, chat with friends, organize
reviews and articles to plan trips, compare products, and research to
write articles. However, while the Web has gone through dramatic
changes in size, complexity, and usage, tabbed browsing interfaces
remain largely the same. Tabs continue to be instantiated as simple
temporally-ordered lists of independent pages with limited contextual cues and opportunities for manipulation. Indeed, the fixation
on tabs as a metaphor is so strong that the most popular changes
to using tabs involve relatively small design adjustments, such as
making them a vertical instead of horizontal list [18, 25], building
tabs of tabs [65], or saving sets of tabs as archived sessions [19]. In
summary, there appears to be a disconnect between the increasing
scope and complexity of users’ online activities, and the design of
tabbed browsing that we aim to explore in this paper.
As a result of this disconnect, recent anecdotal and empirical
evidence suggests that tabbed browser interfaces now engender
significant challenges, popularly referred to as “tab overload” [28–
30, 50, 57, 58]. This includes difficulty in re-finding specific tabs,
uncertainty in whether to keep open or to close tabs, being constantly distracted, harming productivity, causing feelings of stress
and clutter, and, in extreme cases, causing users’ browsers or computers to slow or crash. Most recently, empirical evidence from a
survey conducted in 2019 showed that around half (50.7%, N=75) of
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their participants considered tab clutter a problem [44]. Building on
this, we conducted a preliminary survey to collect more empirical
evidence about tab clutter (N=64, Age: 19-67; M=33.7; SD=10.6;
57% male; 77% from the US). Based on self-reporting, 59% of our
participants agreed that if they went through their browser tabs at
the time when the survey took place, they would find some that
should be closed. At the same time, only 19% agreed that laziness
contributed to not closing them in the first place, and more than
half (55%) of the participants agreed that they feel like they can’t
let go of their tabs. These results suggest that there are alternative
factors to a simplistic laziness explanation causing users to keep
tabs open even though they were no longer useful and potentially
causing adverse effects. For example, we found that having too
many tabs opened can harm productivity with 28% of participants
(N=64) agreeing that they often struggle with finding tabs they
needed in their browser, and 25% of the participants reported that
they had experienced browsers or computers crashing from having
too many browser tabs. Finally, 30% of our participants agreed that
they “have a tab hoarding problem,” echoing a common sentiment
found more generally in digital file preservation [71]. Given that
tabs are now ubiquitous to nearly all Web browsing, these numbers potentially translate to very large segments of the general
population.
Despite the mounting evidence that the original browser tab
paradigm is not well supporting a significant segment of users today
in their online activities, there has been surprisingly little work
on either understanding the causes or developing novel paradigms
for evolving or replacing tabs. The most recent in-depth study on
tabbed browsing behavior was conducted a decade ago by Dubroy et
al. with Firefox users [15]. Yet at the time browsers that supported
tabbed browsing only accounted for around 50% of the market
share [72]. Further, their primary focus was to understand the
growing popularity of tabbed browsing and its benefits compared to
only using multiple browser windows [15]. Other papers exploring
tab usage have similarly examined why tabs are used in place
of previous interaction paradigms, such as the back button [15,
37, 38]. We believe a better understanding of the limitations of
tabbed browsing today could spur novel interaction paradigms that
could better support the modern Web. In this paper, we set out to
provide an updated understanding on tabbed browsing behavior
by characterizing the set of functions that tabs currently serve,
often sub-optimally. We focus our investigation on the pressures
that tabs put on users with the goal of developing a generative
framework of tab functional requirements that can capture why
current approaches are insufficient, and to guide the evolution of
future tab-related interaction paradigms.
To accomplish this, we first conducted in-person interviews with
ten information workers at two research facilities. We explored the
issues they encountered when engaged in research and information
work to build up a deep qualitative understanding of the challenges
of tabbed browsing today. We then conducted an online survey to
further investigate the frequencies of phenomena we observed in
the in-person interviews. At a high level, we characterized various
positive and negative drivers that governed participants’ behavior.
Overall, these drivers could be classified as two opposing forces:
pressures to close tabs and pressures to keep tabs open. We found
strong evidence that participants had numerous reasons to close
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their tabs, ranging from limited attention to limited browser resources to self-presentation. At the same time, we found a diverse
set of reasons why it was not easy to close open tabs. These confirmed previously reported drivers observed a decade ago, such
as reminding users of unfinished tasks [15], but also new factors
relating to the cost structure of tabbed browsing, such as the cost
of re-accessing pages, the sunk costs of finding and organizing
information, the benefits of supporting an (unrealistic) aspirational
self, and the uncertainty of the expected value of information in the
future. These pressures to close vs. keep open tabs interact to create
feelings of stress, being overwhelmed, and even shamefulness in
our participants. Finally, based on our user model we conducted
exploratory interviews with additional participants, probing potential solutions to develop a generative framework for future browser
interfaces that can better support the underlying drivers behind
current tabbed browsing behaviors.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Managing and Revisiting Documents
Assisting users in organizing and accessing multiple digital documents has long been studied across different domains since before
tabbed browsing of Web documents gained wide popularity. Specifically, early research in the 1990s explored interfaces that can help
users to save webpages as a collection of bookmarks and organize them. This was motivated by research that showed people
frequently (up to 60% of all page loads according to [64]) revisited
the same URLs, and characterized the Web in the 90s as a “recurrent
system” [64]. One major thread of research explored interfaces that
allowed users to organize bookmarks in 3D workspaces, such as
WebBook [5] and DataMountain [59]. They found that by exploiting
users’ spatial memory, users were able to navigate to specific documents efficiently. Similar concepts were also explored in the context
of programming environments in the 2010s with “canvas-based editors” [34] that allowed developers to arrange multiple program files
and code snippets on 2D canvases for cross-referencing [4, 13, 34].
At a high level, the primary goal of these systems was to allow users
to efficiently re-find specific documents within a familiar collection
(i.e., collected bookmarks or existing codebases).
Conversely, a user’s collection of browser tabs can be more
ephemeral. Tabs serve a wide array of functionalities beyond revisitation and may contain information and documents unfamiliar to
the user. Prior work has suggested that allowing users to freely arrange their documents in such scenarios can actually be detrimental
to users [34]. Specifically, the flexibility of freely arranging documents in a 2D or 3D space could become obstacles when users were
not already familiar with the information space to arrange them [42]
or when their mental models evolved rapidly as they consume new
information [47, 53]. Contrastly, the simple temporally-ordered list
of tabs allows users to access documents based on their open time.
Yet as online tasks become increasingly complex and the number
of tabs users keep around increases, recent anecdotal and empirical
evidence suggests that this linear structure may no longer be sufficient [28, 28–30, 44, 57, 58]. For this, we focus our investigation
on the challenges users face when trying to support modern online
tasks using the simple linear structure of tabbed browsing. Based
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on the findings, we developed design implications that can inform
the future development of web browser interfaces.

2.2

Tabbed Browsing of the Web

The way users access information online has gone through dramatic
changes in the past 20 years. Most noticeably, online information
seeking has evolved from navigating web directories (e.g., DMOZ
[55]) for websites to searching for individual webpages and from
supporting simple fact-finding tasks to exploring many webpages
for complex sensemaking tasks [47, 54]. Meanwhile, an increasing
proportion of desktop applications has also continued to migrate
from the desktop to “the cloud” [15], such as communication, productivity, and entertainment. These changes reflect an increasing
amount of dependence on modern web browsers’ functionality and
interfaces in meeting these needs.
Early work on tabbed browsing behavior mainly focused on how
the introduction of tabbed browsing had gradually replaced the use
of the back button as the primary navigation mechanism. Specifically, usage of the back button has seen a steady decrease from
accounting for around 40% of in-browser navigation in the mid-90s
[6, 64] to around 20% in the mid-2000s when tabbed browsing was
first introduced [73, 74] and to 7.1% in the early 2010s when tabbed
browsing was supported by web browsers that had a combined
market share of around 50% [15]. For more in-depth studies on
user behavior around tabbed browsing, Huang et al. [37] found that
two-fifths of their participants prefer tabs for opening webpages in
a search result in 2012, and Huang et al. [38] showed that at least
60% of peoples’ tabs were related to other tabs of the same tasks
in 2010. These findings provided evidence that browser tabs were
used to facilitate complex sensemaking tasks that required users to
consider multiple webpages in parallel. In a study closely related
to this work, Dubroy et al. [15] interviewed 21 participants and
reported rich qualitative insights into how browser tabs were used
in 2010, such as revisitation and reminders.
However, the studies mentioned above were conducted around a
decade ago when 50% of internet users did not have access to tabbed
browsing functionality in their browsers [72]. In contrast, virtually
all major web browsers support tabbed browsing today (August
2020 [72]). Additionally, most early work focused on ways users
had benefited from the introduction of tabbed browsing compared
to only using multiple windows, we instead focus on ways tabbed
browsing can still be insufficient for complex tasks on the modern
Web in order to inform future designs.

3

METHODOLOGY

This section describes a two-part study to investigate tabbed browsing behavior today. The first part was an in-person interview study
that allowed us to discover deep qualitative insights around users’
tab management strategies and challenges. The second part of the
study supplemented insights uncovered by the interviews with
an online survey to provide further empirical data and generalization. When describing our findings in the next section, we combine
results from both studies to give a holistic view.
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3.1

Study 1: In-Person Interviews

The first study aimed to investigate deep qualitative insights about
the various functionalities browser tabs serve today and the potential breakdowns when conducting complex online sensemaking.
Participants: To maximize the richness of our findings, we used
purposive sampling and targeted people who used a relatively large
number of tabs to conduct complex online research. Specifically, we
recruited participants across a research university and a research
agency located in two states in the US for in-person interviews
(California and Pennsylvania). We also pre-screened our participants using the following two criteria: 1) researchers who were
actively working on one or more research projects or conducting
literature reviews, and 2) people who self-reported often reaching
12 or more tabs open on their work computer. We continued to recruit at both sites while the research team members met regularly
(often multiple times per week) to discuss interesting phenomena
and trends in the data until new interviews consisted mostly of
repeating ideas from previous interviews. In the end, a total of ten
participants were recruited (Age: 19-32, M=23.0, SD=4.7, 40% male,
mostly graduate and undergraduate students).
Procedure: Each participant was initially interviewed for 45
minutes followed by three additional 10-minute interviews over
a two-week period. Each participant was compensated 15 US dollars for their time. Interviews were semi-structured starting with
scripted questions and followed by open-ended discussion.
The initial interviews covered six topics including: asking about
their active and recent tasks, probing about tabs that could be
closed, their tab management strategies, and potential issues and
emotions that arise when having too many tabs. Each topic started
with one to six scripted questions (e.g., what would need to happen
for you to feel that you could close this tab) followed by openended discussion. For example, we asked about participants’ tab
management strategies and their strengths and weaknesses with
questions including “How frequently do you evaluate your tabs to
see if you can close them? How difficult is it?”, and “Does the number
of tabs you have opened affect how you feel?”
Participants then were asked to walk through each of the browser
tabs currently open in their work computers, explaining their tasks,
goals, and purposes, why they were opened in the first place and
the process of finding those webpages. We then further probed
participants to discuss the reasons each tab was still open, using
questions including “Was this tab intentionally kept around for later
usage?.” If answered “yes”, we followed up with “Did you come back
to it recently, why or why not?;” while if answered “no”, we followed
up with “Why was this tab kept around if you did not plan to use
it again?” During the three follow up interviews over the next
two weeks, each participant walked us through their open tabs
following the same process as described above.
Analysis: The interviews were recorded, transcribed, and coded
in four iterations following an open coding approach to identify
common themes that captured rich qualitative insights grounded in
data [3]. The analysis involved generating codes through two iterations of coding done independently by two authors who conducted
the interviews. Subsequently, four authors had in-depth discussions
to merge similar codes and form higher level themes. Finally, these
consolidated codes and themes were applied to all transcripts to
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Different Pressures for Closing versus Keeping Open Tabs
Close C1: Limited Attention
Too many tabs makes it difficult to focus, overwhelming and causing stress
Close C2: Limited Screen Real-estate
Too many tabs makes it difficult to navigate and have situational awareness
Close C3: Limited Computing Power
Drains processing power causing browser and other applications to slow down
Close C4: Pressure to be Organized
Social and self pressure to avoid looking disorganized
Keep O1: Reminders and Resumption Keeping tabs around as a reminder to work on them or keep track of progress
Keep O2: Revisiting References
Keeping frequently used tabs for quick access; has a diminishing return
Keep O3: Avoid Costly Re-finding
Avoid closing tabs in fear of missing out on valuable information
Keep O4: Sunk Costs and Aspirations The hopes to process more info than capable; while aware of the situation
Keep O5: External Mental Model
Memory and mental model; Organize tasks with windows, desktops, browsers
Keep O6: Uncertain Relevance
Difficulties in judging the current and potential relevance of tabs in the future
Table 1: An overview of our findings from Study 1: Two sets of opposing pressures that drive tabbed browsing behavior.

arrive at the findings in the paper We focused our analysis on investigating the issues and challenges our participants faced when
conducting research online, and we converged on themes that could
be grouped into two sets of opposing pressures for keeping tabs
open (six categories) and closing them (four categories) as shown
in Table 1). These categories are described in detail in the following
section.

opened as uncovered by Study 1 (Table 1, more details in the next
section). To control for survey duration, participants reported up to
10 browser tabs if they had more than 10, which accounted for 7.8%
of all participants (N=103). On average, each participant labeled
6.15 tabs (SD = 3.69), or a total of 633 tabs. Each tab was assigned
with an average of 1.39 (SD = 0.92) of the six pressure types, or a
total of 880 labels.

3.2

4

Study 2: Survey with Mechanical Turk

While the interviews provided deep qualitative insights into the
different breakdowns of tabbed browsing today, the second study
aimed to provide further context and frequency information around
these challenges with the broader population. For this, we conducted an online survey with 103 participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (Age: 21-70; M=36.33; SD=10.65; 49.5% female;
mostly from the US) [41]. While prior work has also used crowdworkers to understand browser usage behavior, but focused only
on how they managed crowdsourcing related tabs [76]. Here, we
explicitly asked our participants to only include their tabs that were
unrelated to crowdsourcing tasks in their responses to get a better
picture of their more general browsing behavior.
In contrast to participants in the first study that were graduate and undergraduate researchers, participants in the second
study covered a much wider variety of backgrounds. Based on selfreported data, the most common occupations were software and
hardware engineers (13%), management (10%), retail and customer
service (8%), IT (8%), analysts (6%), and healthcare providers (5%).
The most common education backgrounds were Bachelor’s degree
(53%), high school degree or equivalent (24%), and Master’s degree
(19%). Each task took participants around 20 minutes to finish, and
each participant was compensated with 3 US dollars for their time.
The main part of the survey consisted of two parts. The first part
focused on their general experiences with tab management, such
as how often they feel overwhelmed by the number of open tabs,
or what were their thresholds for the number of open tabs. The
second part focused on their experiences with being pressured to
keep tabs open. For this, participants gave a short description for
each of their open browser tabs at the time when the survey took
place (excluding tabs related to Mechanical Turk tasks, such as our
survey page). Participants then further reported why each tab was
kept open by assigning different pressure types for keeping tabs

PRESSURES TO CLOSE VS. KEEP TABS

Overall, we found that people had mixed feelings about their tabs.
When they have a manageable number of browser tabs, participants felt in-control and productive about using them. This positive
view is consistent with prior work, including a study on Firefox
users in 2010 [15] that found positive perceptions of using browser
tabs when compared to only using browser windows. However,
unlike the prior study, all participants also described negative emotions and pressure when the number of tabs became unmanageable.
These findings are more consistent with results from more recent
work on “hoarding” of digital files [71]. Even though tabs were
considered more ephemeral than files, our participants expressed
feeling attached to the information saved in tabs and invested in
the organization they built up, making it difficult for them to reduce the number of open tabs. We posit that these forces represent
two fundamentally opposite pressures – to close tabs vs. to keep
them open – that lead to challenges for users and opportunities
for new interface paradigms to explore. Table 1 shows an overview
of our findings, and below, we discuss these two opposing forces
that govern users’ tab behavior based on evidence from both the
interview data from Study 1 and survey results from Study 2.

5

PRESSURES TO CLOSE TABS

On the surface, the linear structure of browser tabs allows users
to open, retain, and manage an unlimited number of webpages.
However, participants expressed several negative feelings when
they accumulated too many browser tabs and described the reasons
behind them. We argue that there are, in fact, different implicit
costs associated with creating new tabs to load more webpages, and
that browser tabs should be considered a limited resource. To better understand this limitation, we asked participants in the survey
about the number of tabs they would start feeling overwhelmed and
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experiencing difficulty managing them. The responses followed an
long-tailed distribution showing that people have different tolerances (Figure 1), with the median number being eight tabs (N=103,
first quartile: 5 tabs; third quartile: 12 tabs). We further asked them
how frequently they reach this threshold. The majority (67%) of
our participants responded at least once a week (17% daily; 9% 4-6
times per week; 25% 2-3 times per week; and 16% once per week),
showing that tab management has now become a common issue
for users. From analyzing the interview data for deeper qualitative
insights, four common themes emerged: tabs incurring pressure on
attention (C1), tabs taking up screen real-estate (C2) and computing
resources (C3), and people feeling a desire to appear organized to
themselves or others (C4). Below we discuss these in more depth.

5.1

3 clicks at most, generally 1 click. It’s once I can’t see
the little icons...” - Participant H4
“As for like a mental burden...It’s crazy. This doesn’t
happen very often, but if I have enough that the titles
or icons don’t show, I’ll be like, “Wow, how did I get
this bad?” And get really bothered by it” - Participant
H2
In extreme cases, participants who sometimes keep a large number of tabs around mentioned having too many tabs drains the
limited processing power and memory space from their computers,
causing their browsers to become too slow.
“I’ll try to go into different browsers to see if there
are tabs that I just don’t need. so, yeah, usually the
only time that I do that is if Chrome is starting to get
really slow.” - Participant J2

[C1] Pressure on Attention

A fundamental problem is people’s limited attention. In situations
where people are faced with too many options and decisions to
make, it becomes harder to focus on what is important [60, 77].
Similarly, having opened too many tabs can potentially cause users
to lose track of all the information sources they have on hand and
lose focus on which tabs they should concentrate on. Participants
we interviewed in Study 1 expressed how they were often overwhelmed by the large number of tabs they have opened and how it
made them unable to focus on the important tasks.
“I think probably, overwhelming is a good word. It’s
not like it’s helping, it’s not like I can suddenly find
things better when I have that many tabs open, because that’s definitely not the case. So, I think the
more tabs I have open then it’s more of an indication that I’m in the middle of a mix, and I just don’t
have time for, like, basic human cleaning functions.” Participant J3
Conversely, participants also pointed to how closing and reducing
the number of tabs can relieve pressure and stress caused by their
browser tabs.
“Usually, it’s a relief [to be able to close browser tabs],
even if I’m missing things that I think would have
been important. I can’t usually remember specifically
what they would have been... When I am able to close
a [browser] window I also feel like that’s great.” Participant J2

5.2
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[C2&C3] Pressure on Screen Real-estate
and Computing Resources

Besides limited attention, many participants also mentioned screen
real-estate as another limited resource. They expressed how having too many tabs leads to difficulties in navigating and finding
previously opened tabs. More specifically, creating each additional
tab reduces the width of existing tabs causing a smaller portion
of the webpage titles to be rendered by the browser. Further, they
pointed to a breaking point for tabbed browsing: When browser
tabs became so narrow that the favicons were no longer rendered,
tabbed browsing became virtually unusable.
“When I can’t see the little icon. Then that’s too many...
I can otherwise definitely find what I want with like

One participant in the interview study, J3, even described how it inhibited him or her from using other desktop applications normally.
“But right now [at the time of the interview], my
battery drains so fast because I have all these tabs
open, that it actually inhibits a lot of things I’m doing.”
- Participant J3
These qualitative insights further confirmed results from the
preliminary survey (described in the Introduction), where 28% of
the participants (N=64) agreed that they often struggle with finding
the tabs they needed in their browser, and 25% reported having
experiences with browser or computer crashing in the past due to
having too many browser tabs opened in the past.

5.3

[C4] The Pressure to be Organized

As described above, depleting the different limited resources created
significant issues for our participants trying to manage all their open
browser tabs. Indeed, many participants described how browser
tabs could become a source of stress and frustration due to these
limitations, especially when they try to navigate and manage many
tabs in parallel.
“... but if it seems like I have a lot of tabs open, I try
and go through and see which ones I can close. But
sometimes, that’s very frustrating because sometimes
it’s like I can’t exactly close any of these right now,
but there are so many of them” - Participant H1
More interestingly, some even noted feelings of shamefulness for
having a large number of tabs opened, and their unwillingness to
reveal their tabs to others.
“Because it’s...shameful in a way. It makes, like I feel
like I would have been giving, like a bad impression
to these people that I, that had to look at my screen.” Participant J3
As a result, some participants may even decide to “clean up” their
tabs before they have to share their screens with others:
“I’m going to do a presentation and I care about what
people are going to think about me when I plug my
computer in, then that’s when I might clean it up” Participant J2
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Figure 1: When asked about having how many open tabs they would start experiencing issues managing them, responses
from the survey participants in Study 2 (N=103) followed a long-tailed distribution with the median number being 8 tabs (first
quartile: 5 tabs; third quartile: 12 tabs). When further asked about frequently they reach their thresholds. The majority (67%)
of our participants reported at least once a week.
These results suggest that users are, in fact, motivated to maintain a clean and organized workspace, but were often failing to
do so while conducting tabbed browsing. This could potentially
demotivate users to collaborate in-person with their co-workers in
an office setting or even remotely using screen-casting tools [2].

6

PRESSURES TO KEEP TABS OPEN

Given the above pressures caused by having too many tabs, and the
seemingly low cost of closing tabs to relieve such pressure, why
do participants still frequently find themselves in situations where
they “hoard” too many tabs? Close examination of the interview
transcripts revealed six common pressures for why people open
and keep a large number of tabs as shown in Table 1, many of which
were dependent on the usefulness and relevance of a tab over time,
leading to issues such as keeping around obsolete tabs that could
have been safely closed. Using the survey responses from Study
2, where participants labeled their open tabs with the six pressure
categories, we also present how common these pressures occur at
a larger scale.

6.1

[O1] Reminders and Unfinished Tasks

All participants in Study 1 pointed to tabs that were intentionally
kept around as reminders for unfinished tasks.
“And sometimes, when you’re in a rush, you don’t
really have time to focus on which tabs you really
need, so you’ll put it off for later.” - Participant H2

“Yeah it sort serves not in a "Oh shit" way but in more
of a, sitting there nagging me like a mother sort of
way. And I would say it’s effective in doing that.” Participant J3
This usage is consistent with prior work that focused on browser
tab usage during search sessions [37] and general tabbed browsing
[15]. Our survey results from Study 2 further showed that this is a
common reason for keeping tabs around with 37.3% of the browser
tabs being labeled as reminder tabs (N=633, Figure 2).
Since participants mentioned that these reminder tabs are often
inactive for extended periods, one currently available solution could
be to save them as bookmarks so that tab resources can be released.
However, when prompted, participants expressed how bookmarks
do not exhibit the same reminding functionality, citing the high
cost of creating and accessing bookmarks and that once created,
they are “out of sight out of mind”.
“Yeah, I would say bookmarks for me feel like a deep
archive... when you bookmark something... you just
kind of puts it all in a pile” - Participant J5
“If I bookmark everything as default [without a category], it would just get added to a long list of longforgotten sites that I bookmarked randomly... I want
to bookmark it and put it into a category but then
that requires figuring out what category to put it in,
which as you know, requires a lot of cognitive load.” Participant J1

When the Tab Comes Due
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However, immediately afterward, J2 noted that the benefit of keeping frequently accessed tabs around has a diminishing return: as
the total number of tabs increases, users’ ability to efficiently access
specific tabs decreases. J2 summarized this cost structure balance
with an apt analogy to putting clothes away:
“For me it feels like other things that I do that don’t
make a lot of sense, but feel like the right things to
do. So I’ve often have a chair in my room that I’ll just
drape clothes back over it instead of putting them
away. Because if it’s a sweater that I wear a few times
a week, it’ll be easier if I just get that sweater that’s
draped over this chair than if I put it in my closet.
But then that becomes like 30 things draped over the
chair, and I actually can’t find anything draped over
the chair. I know it doesn’t make sense but I still do
it. Like, in the moment it seems like the right thing to
do, the easier thing to do.” - Participant J2
This tension leaves users the heavy burden of carefully balancing
between the number of frequently used tabs to keep around and
how efficiently those tabs can actually be accessed.
Figure 2: Participants (N=103) in Study 2 labeled their open
tabs (N=633) with different pressures identified in Study 1.
This figure shows the proportion of tabs associated with
each pressure types. Each tab can be associated with more
than 1 pressure types.

While participants seemed to agree that creating structures, such
as categories or nested folders, for saving tabs into bookmarks
brings benefits such as ease of access and a better understanding of
the information landscape [62], high cognitive costs of categorizing
browser tabs seemed to be prohibitively high [45]. Prior work on
online information foraging showed that users often do not have
sufficient understanding of the information space to create effective
structure, which provides a potential explanation as to why saving
tabs under categories can be costly to users. More fundamentally,
bookmarks do not provide reminding functionalities to our participants. Specifically, saving browser tabs as bookmarks and closing
them causes tabs to lose their ability to “nag” the users from time
to time.

6.2

[O2] Revisiting Frequently Accessed Pages

The most common functionality of browser tabs is to reduce the cost
of repeated navigating to frequently revisited webpages. Results
from Study 2 showed that 41.7% of our participants’ browser tabs
were references that they frequently accessed (N=633, Figure 2).
Participants from the interview revealed these references to be a
mix of single-page applications, such as email clients and calendars
and information references supporting larger projects that consists
of multiple browser tabs.
“I usually try to have one window of my core stuff, so
my window right now has my email, calendar, and capstone project stuff that I can reference really quickly.”
- Participant J2

6.3

[O3] Avoiding Costly Re-finding

Besides keeping tabs open to reduce revisitation costs, participants
also noted how closing tabs can potentially incur the high costs of refinding them if they become relevant again in the future. Although
less common than the first two pressures, Study 2 showed that a
significant portion of browser tabs were kept open to avoid this
potential cost at the time when the survey took place (17.7%, N=633,
Figure 2).
On the one hand, participants described strategies they use for
re-finding previously closed tabs, many were consistent with findings in the literature, including retracing the small steps they took
in the first place to find them [67] or reissuing the same queries to
a search engine [66]. On the other hand, participants still expressed
their fear of closing the wrong tabs, either by mistake or by misjudging their relevance, and pointed to cases where they had to pay
the price of re-finding valuable tabs. One participant even stated
that he or she would go through history to find valuable tabs that
were closed, while others were willing to lose information they
considered valuable to avoid having too many tabs.
“But in all likelihood, there’s been a few tabs where
I’ve saved and I’ve never come back to. Or it gets
closed out accidentally. Which is a very scary... A
fear of mine where a tab will get closed out and I
won’t know what I’m missing... It’s the fear of missing
something important or something that will lead to
enlightenment, to more knowledge, or something that
will help you get a job. It’s the fear of missing out.” Participant J1
“I would actually go through my browser history and
go "I had this tab open, I had this tab open, I had this
tab open" and then I would reopen a lot of those tabs.”
- Participant J4
One scenario commonly described with the high cost of re-finding
tabs was during online collaboration:
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“[I kept this tab open] because I’m not confident I
know how to get back to it. Especially if it was a link
from Slack1 or someone else created in our [shared]
drive... For the files that I’ve created, I know where
they are so I know where to find them. But in the case
of other people’s files, I don’t know where they are so
I am more likely to keep tabs open for files that other
people create because I don’t know where they filed
it.” - Participant J1
These provided an example scenario where the pressure for keeping
a tab open increases with the higher difficulty of re-finding it.

6.4

[O4] “Irrational” Pressures: Sunk Costs and
the Aspirational Self

Participants also cited reasons for keeping tabs around that may
not fit in a rational economic analysis view of the cost structures
of tab usage. Two common patterns were the sunk cost of creating
and managing tabs and the disparity between a participant’s actual
and aspirational self.
Sunk Cost. When participants spent efforts to find and organize
their tabs, they felt invested and that tabs had inherent value to
them beyond efficient navigation. This reluctance to close tabs may
be a form of loss aversion [68], in which simply the “ownership” of
a tab may give it value:
“It made me think about how it’s weird that even
when I’m not using those tabs, I don’t want to close
them. Maybe it’s because it took efforts to open those
tabs and organize them in that way.” - Participant H2
Aspirational Self. Another form of “irrational” behavior reminiscent of loss aversion we found was the mismatch between a
participant’s goals for their aspirational self and what would be
realistic for their actual self. Specifically, the amount of information
participants planned out to consume can sometimes exceed their
available time and attention. This discrepancy between the ideal
state and the actual state of self can cause negative emotions, such
as dissatisfaction and disappointment [35].
One reason is that for many tasks there is virtually unlimited
relevant information given the scale of the modern Web. Users with
a maximization tendency may spend vast amounts of time trying
to collect all relevant information to avoid the chance of missing
valuable insights [61]. Furthermore, users often encountered and
collect various interesting articles or websites in their social media
or news feeds that they would like to read someday. Indeed, participants reported that sometimes the amount of information they
hoped to process exceeds their capability and resources.
“It kind of becomes this kind of mess that you see
here [referring to tabs of unread article], just a big list
of tabs that I was supposed to get back to but never
did.” - Participant J4
“It’s not really worth it, but at the same time, I don’t
want to be like "Oh, okay, that’s it. I’ll never remember
[to read these articles]." So I just leave them there, and
I might never come back to it” - Participant H4
1 Slack.

An instant messaging application. http://www.slack.com
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“To be honest, it’s more like I will collect a bunch
of links and then never really ever go back to them.
When I figured this out, I sort of stopped caring about
bookmarks. Sometimes I will throw things into this
other bookmark [referring to the bookmark folder]
that’s more unorganized, but I don’t think I ever look
back on these.” - Participant J4
Interestingly, when asked about their own expectation for eventually processing them, participants admitted that realistically they
would never actually get to them. This suggests that users are aware
of the disconnect between the amount of information they aspire
to consume versus their capacity to process all their open tabs.
This pressure also accounted for a surprisingly high proportion of
participants’ browser tabs from Study 2, with participants reporting
that, on average, they might not ever process 16.6% of their open
tabs (N=633, Figure 2).

6.5

[O5] External Mental Model

Participants expressed how browser tabs act as a manifestation of
their mental models, using them as an external – yet transient –
memory store in a similar fashion as an active working memory
[1]. Based on survey data, this category corresponds to one fifth
(20.1%) of all tabs (N=633, Figure 2) reported by participants in
Study 2 (N=103). Interview data from Study 1 further showed that
participants maintained sets of tabs corresponding to their external
model for larger projects:
“It’s like a manifestation of everything that’s on my
mind right now. Or the things that should be on my
mind right now... So right now, in this browser window, I have a web project that I’m working on. I don’t
have time to work on it right now, but I know I need
to work on it. So it’s sitting there reminding me that
I need to work on it.” - Participant J3
Our participants typically conducted a wide range of different tasks
in parallel or interleaved, sometimes engaging in multiple productivity and leisure tasks simultaneously.
“I just opened it in Firefox and I had Hulu and Netflix
open there [in one window] and it felt like it was good
to keep it separate from my more serious work related
tasks so I wouldn’t get distracted if I’m in like a this
one [a separate window]... I wouldn’t see the little
Netflix icon and get tempted.” - Participant J2
The simple linear structure of tabs was often insufficient for organizing multiple complex tasks simultaneously, and participants had
to resort to various strategies and tools to create more sophisticated
structures to better represent their mental models.
“I would usually try to keep either different windows
or even different browsers like Chrome for work and
Firefox at home so that I wouldn’t mix those things
up.” - Participant J2
“I don’t like it when it gets so tiny you can no longer
see the little favicon. So usually I would group [tabs]
thematically. Like if I have a bunch of job search tabs
open, I would have them all in one window. If I’m
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Related Pressures Design Probes based on Existing Systems
O4, O5 D1: Archiving tabs into sessions (similar to OneTab [19] and SessionBuddy [23])
O5 D2: Grouping tabs into workspaces, (similar to Workona [20] and Toby [24])
O4 D3: One-click saving of tabs into an undifferentiated list (similar to Pocket [21])
O2, O5 D4: Searching for keywords across tabs (similar to Search all Tabs [22])
O1, O6 D5: Prioritizing tabs similar to to-do items (similar to Todoist [39])
Related Pressures Design Probes based on New Designs
O1, O4 D6: Allowing users to “snooze” tabs and be reminded in different ways in the future
O2, O3 D7: Preserving the context of open tabs using visual indicators (e.g., progress, time spent, and provenance)
O2, O3 D8: Same as above but for recently closed tabs
O5 D9: Automatically clustering tabs into nested folders based on seed suggestions provided by the user
O5 D10: An always-present sidebar for saving and organizing pages, clips, and notes
Table 2: Design probes used in the exploratory interviews for developing design implications.

working on a web project, I would have those in another window.” - Participant J3
While the strategy of using multiple browser windows to create
two-level hierarchies of tabs was consistent with a study conducted
ten years ago [15], our participants also reported utilizing operating system features to create task hierarchies, such as using virtual
desktops and even multiple browsers or computers (work computers versus personal computers) to create more levels of hierarchies
or to separate task contexts.

6.6

[O6] Uncertain and Changing Relevance

In the preliminary survey (described in the Introduction), only
19% of the participants (N=64) agreed that laziness contributes to
having browser tabs that were no longer useful. Participants we interviewed in Study 1 shed light on possible alternative explanations
centered around the difficulties of estimating the expected value of
tabs. Specifically, it can be challenging to determine the relevance
of a tab for current and future tasks. This is especially true when
the task may not have one correct answer, the answers found do
not perfectly suit the user’s goals, or that the user is too early in
the process to be confident in an answer even when first seen:
“The next three tabs are all different responses for that
[referring to a problem at hand]. Because none of them
seem completely wrong, but they also don’t seem like
exactly what I’m looking for [so they were currently
kept open]” - Participant H1
As a result, users can be tempted to keep all potentially relevant tabs
open until confident that they would no longer be needed. Prior
work has suggested that some users may have difficulties deciding
how much information they should copy and save during online
exploration [7]. Our participants directly reported that the relevance of opened tabs might change over time as they learned new
information, which potentially explains why relevance judgment
can be difficult.
“A lot of these [tabs] I opened in the beginning [of a
task]. I forgot that I even had them. This was a concept
that I thought I would start using, but then I ended up
using something else.” - Participant H3

“Sometimes it feels like that moment has passed or for
whatever reason making the others [referring to a group
of tabs] didn’t really feel relevant anymore.” - Participant J3
Fundamentally, when learning new information online, it can
be challenging to judge the relevance of a tab because the users
have not yet sufficiently explored the information space. However,
learning new information can invalidate multiple existing tabs, but
the cost of locating and closing them can be prohibitively high.
While this only accounted for 5.7% of the tabs reported in Study 2
(N=633, Figure 2), interview data from Study 1 suggests that this
could be a fundamental cause for quickly accumulating tabs that no
longer had values to the users, especially for information workers
conducting complex online research.

7

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN AND
EXPLORATORY INTERVIEWS

To help further develop our user model into a set of design implications, we conducted an exploratory interview focused on potential
solutions with seven additional participants (age: one 19-24, three
25-34, one 35-40, one 41-54, one 55+; four female, three male). Participants were all working professionals recruited through posts on
social media,2 and each was interviewed for 60 minutes and compensated with 50 US dollars for their time. Based on our user model,
we generated ten design probes prior to the interviews that aimed
to test the drivers underlying different tab management pressures.
Ten design probes were used in the interviews as listed in Table 2.
Five probes involved functionality found in existing tools, and five
involved possible future functionality. These probes helped us explore the design space of possible tab management approaches with
our participants, and identify potential future designs addressing
their individual limitations.
During the interviews, we first walked through each participant’s
online research process, probing their use of tabs, bookmarks, and
other productivity tools, and explored challenges, pain points, successes, and ideal states. Doing so allowed us to better understand
the tasks and challenges familiar to each participant so that we
could present our designs in relatable scenarios. We then walked
2 Facebook,

LinkedIn, and NextDoor
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Section
7.1
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Design Implication
Task-Centric Context Switching

Pressures
C4, O5

7.2

Task Mental Models

C1, O5, O6

7.3

User Attention Management

C1-C3,
O1-O4, O6

Summary
Browser interfaces need better ways to compartmentalize tabs by users’
task contexts and structures so that users switch between different tasks
and subtasks more easily.
Browser interfaces should provide richer structures that can better
reflect users’ mental models, making it easier for them to orient themselves in the information space and resume prior tasks.
Browser interface should help users better manage their attentions,
dynamically changing tabs salience to reflect their current relevance,
making it easier for users to focus on what is important.

Table 3: An overview of the design implications.

through each of the ten designs and used them as probes to investigate participants’ attitudes towards solutions addressing different
tab management issues and their threshold for introducing new
functionality into their existing workflow. Finally, combining findings from Study 1, Study 2, and the exploratory interviews, we
proposed three main areas below where the browser interface can
be improved to relieve current tab pressures. Table 3 shows an
overview of our design implications and the pressures they aim to
address.

7.1

Task-Centric Context Switching

Our participants organized their attention at the task level and
often needed to switch between sets of tabs supporting different
tasks. They saw sets of webpages as external representations of
their mental models for different tasks. This suggests that future
browser interfaces needed to provide better compartmentalization
of tabs at the task level. While commercial solutions such as Firefox
Containers [75] or using multiple accounts in Chrome allow users
to separate their tabs for different high-level contexts (e.g., work vs.
personal tabs), our participants often had large numbers of smaller
tasks under each context, for example, researching restaurants and
activities in different parts of a new city when planning a trip.
One issue with the current uniform order and spacing of browser
tabs is that it can be difficult to see clear task boundaries when
working on multiple tasks in parallel. Furthermore, when a user
switches back and forth between tasks, newly created tabs for different tasks can become interleaved. As a result, the more often users
switches between tasks, the more fragmented their tabs can potentially become, making it increasingly challenging to switch context
between tasks. Some of our participants ameliorated this problem
by using different browser windows for different tasks. This same
strategy is also seen in commercial browser extensions such as
Workona [20]. However, participants also described issues with not
being diligent enough to always switch to the correct project window
before creating new tabs, and that even misplacing a few tabs in
the wrong window can have adverse consequences, for example,
difficulty when trying to re-find a tab and missing out on important information buried in the wrong task window. Fundamentally,
designs that require users to put in extra effort may work well in
scenarios where they have relatively static sets of tabs they wish
to “bookmark” into groups. However, for exploratory scenarios
involving frequent opening and closing of many tabs, the amount

of effort required to keep tabs organized may be prohibitively high.
Addressing this in future designs could greatly reduce tab pressure
when users conduct multiple tasks in parallel.
One potential design space is to make task context more explicit
and raise awareness of which task context is currently active (for
example using visual cues to show task boundaries). An upcoming
update to the Chrome Browser interface (in a gradual release as of
September 2020 [69]) included a design where users could create
named sections of tabs within the same window and color-code
them, making task boundaries more visually salient. However, it
still required significant user effort to put tabs into the right sections.
Specifically, even when users are currently in a specific section,
newly created tabs are still put under an uncategorized section.
While this could potentially reduce the chance of users misplacing
tabs into the wrong section, it also required users to put in significant manual effort, for example, manually assigning tabs from new
searches into the right sections.
Another potential direction is for browsers to proactively lower
the cost of organizing tabs by tasks by computationally identifying
latent task topics and automatically suggesting existing workspaces
for newly created tabs. Participants from the exploratory interviews
responded positively to this design idea, explicitly citing how a
smart grouping of my tabs supporting expanding and contracting by
task would be useful allowing them to jump in and out of different
clusters of tabs. At the same time, some raised concerns about the
accuracy of such predictions, stating that it would only be useful
if the automatic predictions were accurate enough. Search engines
have long been able to group sets of queries into larger search tasks
with high accuracy [40, 63]; perhaps these techniques could also be
adapted to predict user intentions when a new webpage is loaded
and assign (or reassign) its tab to the right task context.
In sum, a fundamental challenge here for interface designers is
that when users create new tabs, their intentions could be either
to continue the same task, to context switch to another existing
task, or to start a new task. Making an assumption to use as default
behavior could lead to users misplacing their tabs in the wrong task
context and incur high costs for recovery. Addressing this future
design, through user interaction and/or computation, has the potential of greatly reducing tab clutter by lowering the costs of keeping
tabs organized by tasks. Many of the pieces for realizing this are
available today. For example, several signals are available for detecting user tasks that have been used in backend web services,
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such as temporal search query segmentation [40] and semantic
clustering [43]. Web browsers also offer the potential for exploiting
user interaction signals in the frontend (e.g., tab switches, dwell
time). Tasks could be inferred from these signals using binary classification (e.g., whether tabs are in the same or different tasks) or
using clustering algorithms (e.g., hierarchical approaches which
might infer sub-tasks). A key challenge with realizing this approach
is recovering from errors: since models are unlikely to reach 100%
accuracy, it will be important to develop interaction paradigms in
which users can fix errors in a lightweight way, ideally with the
system using these fixes to improve itself over time.

7.2

Task Mental Models

Users need better support for creating rich structures when conducting complex tasks in the browser. Participants from Study 1
described that many of the pressures in our user model frequently
occurred when they were conducting complex tasks involving many
tabs. They described these tabs as external mental models for keeping track of their research progress, and external memories that
hold different reminders for tasks they wish to complete. Unsurprisingly, the linear design of browser tabs often can not fully capture
these complex mental models. In this case, some users resort to creating separate documents to save URLs, gather information across
webpages, and keep track of their ideas (e.g., word documents or
spreadsheets). This suggests that it could be beneficial for browsers
to provide integrated support for conducting complex tasks with
more sophisticated structures that can better reflect users’ mental
models.
Tabs should better reflect users’ complex task structures.
One potential design space is to bootstrap such mental model representations with minimal user effort by identifying their intentions
using their navigation patterns. For example, a set of tabs opened
from a search engine query is likely to support the same information needs; or, a set of tabs opened from a top-10 list article are
likely competing options under the same category. Capturing and
organizing tabs using such structures has the potential of better
orienting users and providing better support for task progression
and resumption. Additionally, it also has the potential of addressing
accumulating tabs that were no longer useful due to their changing
relevance over time. For example, once a user decided which city
to visit early on in a travel planning task, such structures could
allow her to quickly close sets of tabs for researching other cities
that she had considered. Prior work has shown promising results
for grouping tabs opened from the same searches to better support
users in conducting exploratory search tasks on desktop [49] and
on mobile devices [32]. Ways to generalize this approach to support
other scenarios can be a fruitful design space.
Allow users to externalize their thoughts and synthesize
information across tabs. As the browser increasingly becomes
the primary tool for supporting research and productivity, another
area that lacks native support is to allow users to externalize their
thoughts and synthesize content across webpages. Participants in
both Study 1 and the exploratory interviews both pointed to scenarios where tabs were only a small part of a collection of notes, lists,
files, etc for a task, and pointed to how they used external word
documents to take notes, copy and paste content from tabs, and to
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organize relevant URLs. Much literature has pointed to the importance of synthesizing pieces of information across sources when
users conduct online research across different decision-making
scenarios [12, 27, 56], and that articles synthesized from multiple
online sources by crowdworkers were preferred over individual top
search results [10, 31]. More directly, a recent survey showed that
around half of their participants (49.4%, N=89) use spreadsheets to
gather evidence and take notes across multiple online information
sources to compare options (e.g., products or destinations) to help
them make decisions [8]. However, current browsers treat tabs as
individual silos and provide little support for cross-referencing and
collecting information between webpages. Using external tools,
such as word documents and spreadsheets, creates a disconnect
in users’ workspace, and can incur high cognitive and interaction
costs when trying to copy and paste information to synthesize them
in a separate document [8].
Recent commercial and research systems have started to address
this issue. For example, the Collections feature in the Edge Browser
allows users to make lists of images, texts, and links collected across
different webpages; research systems such as Mesh [8] and Unakite
[46] are also promising examples of tightly integrating note-taking
and online exploration in the browser to capture user mental models.
For example, Mesh allows its users to extract reviews for different
products and criteria to build up comparison tables and allows users
to make personalized judgments to keep track of their progress,
leading to users learning facts about products more efficiently and
gaining deeper qualitative insights from the reviews [8]. Readily
available NLP techniques that provide a deeper semantic understanding of documents, such as linking entities to ontologies [48]
and word-semantic models [14, 52], can further reduce the interaction costs of such systems by computationally identifying relevant
content across webpages in the browser. Latency and accuracy will
be important in the viability of such approaches.
In sum, one fundamental reason users conduct parallel browsing
is to make sense of the larger information space, and the above
evidence points to a strong need for tools that can better support
synthesizing evidence scattered across webpages into flexible structures (i.e., beyond lists and tables) and to support a broader range
of online tasks (i.e., beyond product comparison). Realizing this
could allow the browser to evolve into a more comprehensive and
integrated research support tool.

7.3

User Attention Management

Users have limited attention and capacity to manage and navigate
across many tabs and windows. Future systems need better ways
to help users focus their attention on important tabs while avoiding distractions from tabs that were not relevant to their current
tasks. Even within one window, as the number of tabs increases, it
becomes more challenging for users to find relevant information
or to identify which tabs they should focus on. One participant
described how difficult it was for them to find what they needed
when they had many tabs open: “I hate having a million tabs. I really
try to close the tabs I know I won’t need. I know it’s too much when I
can’t find what I’m looking for.” One reason is that tabs are currently
designed to have equal salience (e.g., same tab-width) and always
present to draw the same amount of attention from users regardless
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of importance or relevance to their current task. Below we discuss
design implications for future interfaces that can help users better
focus their attention on tabs that are important to their evolving
goals, contexts, and interests.
Reducing the salience of aspirational and ToDo tabs. Future systems need to reduce the salience of less important tabs
to reflect how users prioritize them. Participants in our study described accumulating tabs around for reminding them of future
tasks and to collect articles they want to read, but struggled to prioritize them causing stress and clutter in their browsers. For example,
one participant said how having many tabs could be stressful as the
tabs were all treated as incomplete tasks: “It stresses me out to have
so many tabs open. It’s like a ToDo list with lots of things that aren’t
done.” Conversely, when a user is engaging in a productivity task,
such as writing a paper, finding important tabs also becomes more
challenging (e.g., tabs for document editing or references) when
there are many other less relevant tabs (e.g., emails to reply, news
articles to read, or social media). This illustrates how existing tab
designs lack support for prioritization, and highlights opportunities
for helping users focus on tabs currently important. One current
solution to reduce the salience of less important tabs is allowing
users to “put them away” by bookmarking or archiving them. However, this could also cause issues with resurfacing and reaccessing
them as described below.
Avoid black-hole effect. Participants mentioned that the existing design of bookmarks lacked reminding functionalities and
worried that they might never get back to tabs once they were out
of sight. The high cost of re-finding tabs further exacerbates this
“black-hole” effect once tabs are closed or archived. While creating structures over tabs for bookmarking may lower the cost of
re-finding them, the cost of categorization can be too high for many
users [45]. As a result, participants resort to archiving tabs without
any categorization or structures. For example, existing tools like
OneTab [16, 17, 19, 23] allow users to archive and restore multiple
tabs, but the lack of mechanisms to resurface them can lead to large
numbers of tabs being archived and never re-accessed. To address
this issue, future systems may proactively resurface archived reminder tabs in moments that seamlessly fit into users’ activities.
One approach is to estimate relevance between archived tabs and
users’ current activities and make decisions about when and how to
resurface them. For example, a system may resurface a tab directly
into a user’s existing workflow (e.g. in a to-do list) or when a user is
making similar search queries if the tab is highly relevant, or may
resurface a tab within a user’s existing activities in a more subtle
way (e.g. in social media feed [33]). Effectively realizing this idea
will require a system to monitor and predict current and future
activities [36], and reason about the expected value of surfacing
archived tabs at different moments by considering the relevance and
potential disruption [26] to a users’ existing workflows or activities.
Increasing the salience of tabs when they become more
relevant. One of the main reasons participants kept their tabs
open was to have quick access to frequently visited sources. While
Google Chrome allows users to pin frequently visited tabs, pinned
tabs actually become less salient with only favicons shown. This
may work well with popular and well recognized single-page applications such as Gmail and Spotify, but less so when users have many
references during online exploration tasks with less recognizable
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or identical favicons. In Study 1, we did not encounter extensive
use of pinned tabs when we examined our interviewees’ browser
tabs.
Results from Study 1 also showed that the relevance of opened
tabs might change over time as participants learned new information, which made it difficult for users to judge the future relevancy
and importance of their tabs. For example, when a user is planning
a trip to a new city, they may have many tabs open for hotels and
restaurants. However, as they learn more about the city they may
realize that hotels and restaurants in a certain neighborhood are too
pricey for them and places in other neighborhoods become more
relevant to them. Participants mentioned this difficulty in estimating the expected value of tabs and how they kept all potentially
relevant tabs as a result of it. For example, one participant said they
preferred to make decisions about which tabs were more important
and relevant after having done their research and having built a
better mental model of the information space:“I don’t want to have
to decide which things are important and throw things away while I
am trying to research.”
To ease the burden of users making explicit judgements on tab
relevance, future systems need ways to better understand its users
and their evolving interests [9], allowing it to increase saliency
for tabs that became more relevant. Similar mechanisms have also
been explored in the domain of graph data exploration and visualization [70] (i.e., by giving more salience to area with high degreeof-interest); perhaps these techniques could also be adapted to the
browser to give more visual salience to tabs that were of interests
to its users. For example, a system may estimate users’ changing
mental models based on their recent information consumption or
external mental model representations (e.g., using lists or tables as
mentioned in the previous section). This could enable the system to
evaluate each tab’s value to users (e.g., using information-theoretic
estimators such as Good-Turing [51]); and adjust the salience of
tabs accordingly, allowing browsers to intelligently assist users in
drawing their attention to sources that contained information most
valuable to them.

8

LIMITATIONS

Our sample of participants focused on 10 academic researchers supplemented by 103 crowdworkers with a wider range of occupations.
While this allowed us to both gain deep qualitative insights from
interviewing participants who are frequently engaged with online
research and to generalize our findings with a larger scale survey,
it is possible that a different population would lead to usage themes
not discovered in this paper.
Furthermore, our work primarily probed desktop contexts, and
it is possible that mobile browser tabs may involve different usage
patterns due to differences in screen real-estate and memory constraints as well as mobile contexts. Although some of our design
implications may generalize to the mobile context (for example,
task compartmentalization and resumption could also be important
on mobile due to short bursts of use and frequent interruptions
[32]), further studies are required to better understand issues users
face when conducting tabbed browsing on mobile devices.
Finally, Studies 1 and 2 were conducted before the COVID-19
pandemic [11], while the exploratory interviews described in the
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Design Implication Section were conducted during the pandemic.
While participants in exploratory interviews more frequently engaged in pandemic-related tasks (e.g., product research for supporting working from home or remote education), there were no
noticeable differences in their tab browsing behavior patterns.

9

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we revisited today’s tabbed browsing user behavior
a decade after the previous in-depth study [15]. With the increase
in scope and complexity of online tasks in the past decade, there
has been growing evidence that a significant segment of users now
face issues managing their tabs, commonly referred to as“tab overload”. To better understand this, we focused our investigation on
the challenges users face using browser tabs to conduct various
tasks on the Web today. For this, we conducted a two-week-long
interview study with ten researchers, a survey with 103 diverse participants, and exploratory design interviews with seven additional
participants. Based on our findings, we proposed a user model with
various opposing pressures for keeping tabs open and closing them,
providing insights and explanations into why tab management can
be challenging for users today. Based on our user model, we developed a set of design implications for future systems that can relieve
these challenges.
Novel browser designs that can better support tab management
are likely to become more important as users increasingly rely on
browsing the Web to support a wide range of information, communication, productivity, and entertainment needs. Further, as social
media, content providers, and advertisers are becoming more intelligent in using computational models to compete for users’ attention,
we need better technologies and designs to ensure users can focus on tasks that are important to them without being constantly
distracted. We believe the user models and design implications
developed in this work can inform the future designs of browser
interfaces that would allow users to allocate their attention effectively, construct rich external mental models, and do so with
little pressures from managing the many webpages opened in their
browsers.
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